ABSTRACT. The goal of this paper is to show that under some assumptions, for a d-dimensional fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H > 1/2, the density of the solution of the stochastic differential equation
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we are interested in the study in small times of stochastic differential equations on
where V i 's are C ∞ -bounded vector fields on R d and B is a d-dimensional fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H > 1/2. Since H > 1/2, the integrals t 0 V i (X x s )dB i s are understood in the sense of Young's integration (see [30] and [31] ), and it is known (see by e.g. [27] ) that an equation like (1.1) has one and only one solution. Moreover if for every x ∈ R d , the vectors V 1 (x), · · · , V d (x) form a basis of R d , then this solution has for every t > 0, a smooth density with respect to the Lebesgue measure (see [5] and [28] ).
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let us assume that:
• For every x ∈ R d , the vectors V 1 (x), · · · , V d (x) form a basis of R d .
• There exist smooth and bounded functions ω l ij such that: For H = 1/2, which corresponds to the Brownian motion case, the above theorem admits numerous proofs. The first proofs were analytic and based on the parametrix method. Such methods do not apply in the present framework since the Markov property for X x t is lost whenever H > 1/2. However, in the seminal works [2] and [1] , Azencott introduced probabilistic methods to prove the result. These methods introduced by Azencott were then further developed by Ben Arous and Léandre in [7] , [8] , [9] and [20] , in order to cover the case of hypoelliptic heat kernels. Let us sketch the strategy of [8] which is based on the Laplace method on the Wiener space and which is the one adopted in the present paper.
The first idea is to consider the scaled stochastic differential equation
with X ε 0 = x 0 .
We observe that there exist neighborhoods U and V of x 0 and a bounded smooth function F (x, y, z) on U × V × R n such that:
(1) For any (x, y) ∈ U × V the infimum inf F (x, y, z) + d(x, z) 2 2 , z ∈ R n = 0 is attained at the unique point y.
(2) For each (x, y) ∈ U × V , there exists a ball centered at y with radius r independent of x, y such that F (x, y, ·) is a constant outside of the ball.
So, denoting by p ε (x 0 , y) the density of X ε 1 , by the Fourier inversion formula we have p ε (x 0 , y)e Thus, the asymptotics of p t (x 0 , y) may be understood from the asymptotics when ε → 0 of
Then, by using the Laplace method on the Wiener space based on the large deviation principle, we get an expansion in powers of ε of J ε (x 0 , y) which leads to the expected asymptotics for the density function.
In this work, we follows Ben Arous' approach and show how it may be extended to encompass the fractional Brownian motion case.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In a preliminary section we remind some known facts about fractional Brownian motion and equations driven by it. In the second section we show how the Laplace method may be carried out in the fractional Brownian motion case and finally in the third section which is the heart of the present paper, we prove Theorem 1.1. We move the proofs of some technical lemmas to the Appendix. 
where:
) P is the Wiener measure; (4) (B t ) 0≤t≤T is the (P-completed) natural filtration of (β t ) 0≤t≤T . A d-dimensional fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H ∈ (0, 1) is a Gaussian process
Gaussian processes with covariance function
It can be shown that such a process admits a continuous version whose paths are Hölder p continuous, p < H. Throughout this paper, we will always consider the 'regular' case, H > 1/2. In this case the fractional Brownian motion can be constructed on the Wiener space by a Volterra type representation (see [12] ). Namely, under the Wiener measure, the process (2.1)
is a fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H, where
and c H is a suitable constant.
Denote by E the set of step functions on [0, T ]. Let H be the Hilbert space defined as the closure of E with respect to the scalar product
We consider the following stochastic differential equation
where the V i 's are C ∞ vector fields on R d with bounded derivatives to any order and B is the d-dimensional fractional Brownian motion defined by (2.1). Existence and uniqueness of solutions for such equations have widely been studied and are known to hold in this framework.
2.1.1. Pathwise estimates. Let 1/2 < λ < H and denote by C λ (0, T ; R d ) the space of λ-Hölder continuous functions equipped with the norm
where
The following remarks will be useful later.
Remark 2.1.
It is clear that if
It is also clear that whenever ϕ is a Lipschitz function and [23] for instance),
In the above C is a constant only depending on λ and T . 
If furthermore V i 's are bounded and E(exp(λ|X 0 | q )) < ∞ for any λ > 0 and q < 2H, then
for any λ > 0 and q < 2H.
2.2.
Cameron-Martin theorem for fBm. Consider the classical Cameron-Martin space H = {h ∈ P o (R d ) : h H < ∞}, where
The Cameron-Martin space for the fractional Brownian motion B is
where the map K H : H → H H is given by
The inner product on H H is defined by
Hence K H is an isometry between H and H H .
Remark 2.3. It can be shown that when
The following Cameron-Martin theorem is known (see [12] 
where V i 's are C ∞ vector fields on R d with bounded derivatives to any order. The process X ε satisfies a large deviation principle, in λ-Hölder topology, with good rate function given by
where I is the Itô map given by (2. 3) with ε being replaced by 1, andΛ is given bȳ
LAPLACE METHOD
Consider the following stochastic differential equation driven by fractional Brownian motion on R d :
For the convenience of our discussion, in what follows, we write the above equation in the following form
where σ is a smooth d × d matrix and b a smooth function from R + × R d to R d . We also assume that σ and b have bounded derivatives to any order.
Let F and f be two smooth functionals with smooth derivatives to any order. We are interested in studying the asymptotic behavior of
as ε ↓ 0. Indeed, the following theorem is the main result of this section. 
.
where Y i is the solution of
For each k ∈ H H , denote by Φ(k) the solution to the following deterministic differential equation
Lemma 3.2. Let Φ be defined as above, we have
Proof. The first statement is apparent. For the second statement, we only need to notice that if
which implies that k 1 = k 2 , since we assume that columbs of σ are linearly independent. The proof is therefore completed.
Throughout our discussion we make the following assumptions: Assumption 3.3.
• H 1: F + Λ attains its minimum at finite number of paths φ 1 , φ 2 , ..., φ n on P (R d ).
• H 2: For each i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, we have φ i = Φ(γ i ) and γ i is a non-degenerate minimum of the functional
Lemma 3.4. Under assumption H 1, we have
and the minimum is attained at n paths γ 1 , γ 2 , ..., γ n ∈ H H such that
Proof. This is a direct corollary of Lemma 3.2.
Assumption H 2 has a simple interpretation as follows. Let γ be one of the γ i 's above. Define a bounded self-adjoint operator on H by
Lemma 3.5. The bounded self-adjoint operator A is Hilbert-Schmidt.
Proof. The proof is similar to that in Ben Arous [7] but with slight modification. Thus we only sketch the proof here . In what follows, k always denotes an element in H H and h = K
It can be shown (cf. Ben Arous [7] ),
Here Q(t, s) takes the form
Moreover, we have
Define a bounded self-adjoint operatorÃ from H to H by
We conclude thatÃ is Hilbert-Schmidt since, by (3.2) and (3.3), it is defined from a L 2 kernel. Therefore, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that A −Ã is Hilber-Schmidt. By the same argument as in Ben Arous [7] , we only need to show
Indeed, by an easy application of Gronwall inequality to the equation for χ, we have
Moreover, since
and note ∂K H (t, s)/∂s ∈ L 1 ,we have
The proof is completed.
From the above lemma, assumption H 2 simply means that the smallest eigenvalue of A is attained and is strictly greater that −1. 
Proof. This is a consequence of the large deviation principle.
Assume that n = 1, i.e., F + Λ attains its minimum at only one path φ. Let
The above lemma tells us that to study the asymptotic behavior of J(ε) as ε ↓ 0, it is suffice to study that of J ρ (ε).
Stochastic Taylor expansion and Laplace approximation.
In this section, we prove an asymptotic expansion for J ρ (ε). Let φ be the unique path that minimizes F + Λ. There exists a γ ∈ H H such that
, and for all k ∈ H H − {0}:
We have
Here χ 0 = φ 0 = 0. These formula will be useful later.
Consider the following stochastic differential equation
It is clear that Z 0 = φ. Denote Z m,ε t = ∂ m ε Z ε t and consider the Taylor expansion with respect to ε near ε = 0, we obtain
where g j = Z j,0 . Explicitly, we have
Similar to the Brownian motion case, we have the following estimates, the proof of which is postponed to Appendix. Lemma 3.7. For any t ∈ [0, T ], there exists a constant C > 0 such that for r large enough we have
Here T ε is the first exist time of Z ε from B(φ, ρ).
. By Taylor expansion of θ(ε) with respect to ε, we obtain
Here
Lemma 3.8. With the above notation, we have
Here Y is the solution of
Proof. By an easy application of the Gronwall's inequality to (3.4), we have for any
for some positive constant C. Therefore, dΦ(γ) can be extended continuously to an operator on P (R d ). We have
On the other hand, since γ is a critical point of
The second equation above can be seen as follows. Denote by
From (3.6) and (3.7) we conclude that the path
H γ) has bounded variation and hence, by passing to limit, we obtain
The proof is completed. Now, by Theorem 2.4 we have
In the above
To prove the Laplace approximation, it now suffices to estimate E V (ε); Z ε ∈ B(φ, ρ) . For this purpose, we need the following two technical lemmas.
There exist β > 0 and ε 0 > 0 such that
Proof. See Appendix. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 2.2.
. By Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.10, one can show
Consider the stochastic Taylor expansion for V (ε)
It can be shown, again by Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.10 (cf, Ben Arous [7] ),
Thus we conclude that
Moreover, one can show
SHORT-TIME EXPANSION FOR TRANSITION DENSITY
We now arrive to the heart of our study and are interested in obtaining a short-time expansion for the density function of X t , where
Here V i 's are C ∞ vector fields on R d with bounded derivatives to any order. Throughout this section, we shall also make the following assumption on the vector fields V i 's. • For every
• There exist smooth and bounded functions ω l ij such that:
and ω
The first assumption means that the vector fields form an elliptic differential system. As a consequence of Baudoin and Hairer [5] , it is known that the law of X t , t > 0, admits therefore a smooth density p(t; x, y) with respect to Lebesgue measure. The second assumption is of geometric nature and actually means that the Levi-Civita connection associated with the Riemannian structure given by the vector fields V i 's is
In a Lie group structure, this is equivalent to the fact that the Lie algebra is of compact type. We will see the use of this assumption in a section below. The following theorem is the main result of our paper.
Theorem 4.2. Fix x ∈ R d . Assume that the assumption 4.1 is satisfied, then in a neighborhood
V of x, the density function p(t; x, y) of X t in (4.1) has the following asymptotic expansion near t = 0
Here d(x, y) is the Riemannian distance between x and y determined by Once the Laplace approximation in the previous section is obtained, the proof of the above theorem is actually quite standard and follows closely the argument given, for instance, in Ben Arous [8] . Thus, for most of the lemmas in what follows, we only outline the proofs but stress the main differences with Brownian motion case.
Preliminaries in differential geometry. The vector fields
Denote by Γ the inverse matrix of σσ * . Then the Riemannian metric g is given by
Throughout our discussion, we denote by M the Riemannian manifold R d equipped with the metric g specified above. The Riemannian distance between any two points x, y on M is denoted by d(x, y). We recall that
where γ ∈ C(x, y) denotes the set of absolutely continuous curves γ :
More analytically, this distance may also be defined as
where C ∞ b (R d ) denotes the set of smooth and bounded functions on R d . Since the vector fields V 1 , · · · , V d are Lipschitz it is well-known that this distance is complete and that the Hopf-Rinow theorem holds (that is closed balls are compact).
Due to the second assumption 4.1, the geodesics are easily described. If k : R ≥0 → R is a α-Hölder path with α > 1/2 such that k(0) = 0, we denote by Φ(x, k) the solution of the ordinary differential equation:
Whenever there is no confusion, we always suppress the starting point x and denote it simply by Φ(k) as before.
Lemma 4.3. Φ(x, k) is a geodesic if and only if k(t) = tu for some
Proof. It is well-known that geodesics c are smooth and solutions of the equation
where ∇ is the Levi-Civita connection. Therefore, in order Φ(k) to be a geodesic, we first see that k needs to be smooth and then that
Now, due to the structure equations
the Christoffel's symbols of the connection are given by
So the equation of geodesics may be rewritten
Due to the skew-symmetry ω l ij = −ω l ji we get d 2 k l s ds 2 = 0, which leads to the expected result.
As a consequence of the previous lemma, we then have the following key result:
Proof. In a first step we prove
Denote by z the solution of the equation
We have therefore:
By the change of variable formula, we get
Since k ∈ H H , we can find h in the Cameron-Martin space of the Brownian motion such that
Integrating by parts, we have then
Therefore from Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the isometry between H and H H and the fact that
We now prove the converse inequality. We first assume that y is close enough to x so that there exist (y 1 , · · · , y d ) ∈ R d that satisfy
In that case, it is easily seen that
In particular,
If y is not close to x, we just have to pick a sequence x 0 = x, · · · , x m = y such that
where ε is small enough.
The second keypoint is the following
There exists a neighborhood V of x 0 such that if y 0 ∈ V is a non-degenerate minimum of
then there exists a unique k 0 ∈ H H such that (a):
Proof. The first two statements are clear from Proposition 4.4. We only need to prove (c). To simplify notation, let
and
It is clear that
When k / ∈ Ker(dΦ 1 (x 0 , k 0 )), we surely have
In the case k ∈ Ker(dΦ 1 (x 0 , k 0 )), we have
To see this, first note that since k ∈ Ker(dΦ 1 (k 0 , x 0 )) we can chose a family of path
Moreover, we have z t = Φ(0, k t ) for a family of path k t ∈ H H . Therefore
This shows that if d 2 G(k 0 )k 2 = 0 then k = 0, which proves (4.2). Now the lemma follows by a continuity argument.
Remark 4.6. In the above lemma, it is clear that we can choose the neighborhood
, then the three properties in the lemma are fulfilled.
Asymptotics of the density function.
Consider
Before applying the Laplace approximation to X ε t , we need the following lemma which gives us the correct functionals F and f . (1) For any (x, y) ∈ V × V the infimum
is attained at the unique point y. More over, it is a non-degenerate minimum.
(2) For each (x, y) ∈ V × V , there exists a ball centered at y with radius r independent of x, y such that F (x, y, ·) is a constant outside of the ball.
Proof. See Lemma 3.8 in Ben Arous [8] .
Let F be in the above lemma and p ε (x, y) the density function of X ε 1 . By the inversion of Fourier transformation we have
It is clear that by applying Laplace approximation to the expectation in the last equation above and switching the order of integration (with respect to ζ) and summation, we obtain an asymptotic expansion for the the density function p ε (x, y). On the other hand, we cannot apply the Laplace method here directly since we need a uniform control in x and y. Also we need to show that the use of Fourier inversion is legitimate.
To make the above prior computation rigorous, we modify the Laplace method in the previous section as follows.
First note that by Lemma 4.5, Assumption 3.3 is satisfied. Consider
In the above (x, y) ∈ V × V and γ(x, y) is the unique path in H H such that Φ 1 (x, γ(x, y)) = y and γ(x, y) H H = d(x, y).
Lemma 4.8. Let Z ε t (x, y) be the process defined above, then Z ε t (x, y) is C ∞ in (ε, x, y). Moreover, there exists an ε 0 > 0 such that
Here m, n are non-negative integers, p ≥ 2 and α ∈ {1, 2, ..., d} k , β ∈ {1, 2, ..., d} l are multiple indices.
Now consider the stochastic Taylor expansion for
Here φ(x, y) = Φ(x, γ(x, y)),
By our choice of Z ε , it is clear 
In the above , y) . Similar to the argument in Section 2, we need to estimate
For this purpose, we need Lemma 4.9. There exist C > 0 and ε 0 > 0 such that
Proof. We only sketch the proof. Details can be found in Ben Arous [8] (with minor modifications) and will not be repeated here. Fix any 1/2 < λ < H. One can show that for ρ > 0 there exist constants C > 0, b > 0 and ε 0 > 0 such that for all ε < ε 0 and all (x, y) ∈ V × V we have
Here · λ,t is the λ-Hölder norm up to time t. The above estimate is a consequence of the following application of the large deviation principle to X ε 1 , i.e.,
On the other hand, applying Lemma 3.9 we have, for each (x, y) ∈ V × V there exists C > 0 and ε 0 > 0 such that
Since we have smoothness of Z ε (x, y) (in x and y) and V × V is contained in a compact subset of M × M , the above estimate leads to
Together with (4.6) the proof is completed.
and consider the stochastic Taylor expansion for it
Lemma 4.10. For any non-negative integers k, l, m and n, and multi-indices α ∈ {1, 2, ..., d} k and β ∈ {1, 2, ..., d} l , we have (1) For all p ≥ 2, there exists ε 0 > 0 such that
(2) There exist C > 0, K > 0 and ε 0 > 0 such that
Proof. We follow the argument in Ben Arous [8] . Note that
The estimate in (1) follows directly from Lemma 4.8.
For the second statement, first note that
This is seen by an approximating argument and that D is a closed operator. Moreover, we have
Hence Υ is also in the domain of D.
It is clear that ∂ α x ∂ β y ∂ m ε Υ is of the form W Υ, where W is a polynomial in ζ of degree m + |α| + |β| with coefficients derivatives (w.r.t. x, y and ε) of U (ε, x, y) and V (ε, x, y). Moreover,
The first estimate in (2) now follows immediately from (1) and Lemma 4.9. The last estimate in (2) then follows from the first one in (2) and Lemma 4.8. This completes the proof.
With the above lemma, we are now able to obtain an asymptotic expansion for
Recall (4.7), we obtain So far, we have obtained that for all
To apply the inversion of Fourier transformation, we need integrability of α m and T N +1 in ζ, which is answered in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.12.
For any non-negative integers p, k and l, and multi-indices α ∈ {1, 2, ..., d} k and β ∈ {1, 2, ..., d} l , we have
(2) There exists ε 0 > 0 and K = K(p, N, α, β, m) > 0 such that
Proof. The lemma follows from integration by parts in Malliavin calculus. Indeed, first note that by equation (5.7), the Malliavin matrix of g 1 is deterministic, non-degenerate and uniform in x and y. By Proposition 5.7 and Proposition 5.8 in Shigekawa [29] and Lemma 4.8, for any proper test function ψ, G ∈ D |α|,q , there exist l α G and r < q such that
Here K depends on|α|, g 1 1 and its Malliavin matrix and K is uniform in x and y. Applying the above integration by parts formula with
We have Now we only need to chose 2p > d + (N + 1) + k + l in the previous lemma and obtain
Notice that the β m (x, y, ζ) is an odd function in ζ when m is odd (cf, Ben Arous[8] ). Now by the self-similarity of the fractional Brownian motion and it ε = t H we obtain the desired asymptotic formula for the density function.
4.3.
The on-diagonal asymptotics. As a straightforward corollary of Theorem 4.2, we have the following on-diagonal asymptotics:
In this subsection, we analyze the coefficients a n (x) and show how they are related to some functionals of the underlying fractional Brownian motion. We first introduce some notations and remind some results that may be found in [3] , [4] , [24] and [14] If I = (i 1 , ..., i k ) ∈ {1, ..., d} k is a word, we denote by V I the Lie commutator defined by
The group of permutations of the set {1, ..., k} is denoted S k . If σ ∈ S k , we denote by e(σ) the cardinality of the set {j ∈ {1, ..., k − 1}, σ(j) > σ(j + 1)}.
Finally, for the iterated integrals, defined in Young's sense, we use the following notations:
(2) If I = (i 1 , ...i k ) ∈ {1, ..., d} k is a word with length k,
.., d} k is a word with length k,
e(σ)
As a consequence, we obtain the following proposition which may be proved as in [6] (or [19] ).
Proposition 4.14. For N ≥ 1, when t → 0,
This proposition may be used to understand the geometric meaning of the coefficients a k (x 0 ) of the small-time asymptotics
For instance, by applying the previous proposition with N = 1, we get
The computation of a 1 (x) is technically more involved. We wish to apply the previous proposition with N = 2. For that, we need to understand the law of the random variable
From the structure equations, we have
By a simple linear transformation, we are reduced to the problem of the computation of the law of the R d -valued random variable
At that time, up to the knowledge of the authors, there is no explicit formula for this distribution. However, the scaling property of fractional Brownian motion and the inverse Fourier transform formula leads easily to the following expression
where q H (ω) is the quadratic form given by
APPENDIX
In this last section, we give proofs for the technical lemmas we used before. Fix 1/2 < λ < H. Let B(φ, ρ) ∈ C λ (0, T ; R d ) be the ball centered at φ with radius ρ under the λ-Hölder topology
Note that the λ-Hölder topology is a stronger topology than the usual supreme topology. Recall the two expressions for Z ε
5.1. Proof of Lemma 3.7. We show, for all t ∈ [0, T ], there exists a constant C such that for r large enough we have
Here T ε is the first exist time of Z ε from B(φ, ρ). We first prove the estimates for g i 's. Write
Substituting into the two expressions of Z ε gives us
By (5.7) and Remark 2.1, it is clear that
where C is a constant depending only on φ λ,T , γ λ,T and T . This gives us the first estimate in (5.3). Similarly, by (5.8) and Remark 2.1 together with the estimate we just obtained for g 1 , we have
Here C is also constant depending only on φ λ,T , γ λ,T and T . Hence we have proved (5.3) .
In what follows, we prove (5.4). To lighten our notation, in discussion that follows, we suppress the supper-script ε in R ε i whenever there is no confusion. Since we work in B(φ, ρ), the first inequality in (5.4) is apparent. We therefore only need to concentrate on the last two inequalities. It is clear that µ i ; i = 1, 2 (resp. ν i ) are of the form ψ µ i (εR 1 )(R 1 ) i (resp. ψ ν i (εR 1 )(R 1 ) i ), where ψ i are some functions of bounded derivatives determined by σ and b. Hence in B(φ, ρ), µ 1 , ν 1 are functions of R 1 with bounded derivatives, and there exists a constant C, depending only on derivatives of σ and b, such that µ 1 λ,t , ν 1 λ,t ≤ C(1 + R 1 λ,t ) and µ 2 λ,t , ν 2 λ,t ≤ C(1 + R 1 λ,t ) 2 . for some constant C depending only on ρ, φ and derivatives of σ. By standard Picard's iteration, we conclude that R 1 λ,t < C B λ,t (1 + γ λ,t ), in B(φ, ρ) (5.13) for some constant C uniformly bounded in ε.
The equation for R 2 is dR 2 (s) − σ x (φ)R 2 dγ s − b x (0, φ s )R 2 ds = 2µ 1 dB s + 2µ 2 dγ s + 2ν 2 ds. (5.14)
Recall that µ 1 is of the form ψ 1 (εR 1 )R 1 , and in B(φ, ρ), εR 1 λ,t < ρ. ≤ ρ 2 C R 1 λ,t (1 + γ λ,t )
≤ ρ 2 C B λ,t (1 + γ λ,t )
for some constant C uniformly bounded in ε. Hence by multiplying a factor exp − σ x (φ)dγ − b x (0, φ)du to both sides of (5.14) and integrating from 0 to t, we conclude P{ εR 2 λ,t ≥ r; t ≤ T ε } ≤ exp − Cr 2 ρ 2 t 2H .
This gives us the desired estimate for εR 2 . A similar argument also gives us P{ R 2 λ,t ≥ r; t ≤ T ε } ≤ exp − Cr ρt 2H .
Continuing this type of argument, the equation for R 3 is given by E e −(1+β)U (ε) ; Z ε ∈ B(φ, ρ) < ∞.
Observe that
Thus, if we write U (ε) = Hence, from the estimates in Lemma 3.7, we conclude that for each α > 0, there exists ρ(α) such that for all ε ≤ ρ ≤ ρ(α), we have sup 0≤ε≤ρ E e (1+α)|εR(ε)| ; t ≤ T ε < ∞.
Therefore, to prove Lemma 3.9 is reduced to prove the following Lemma 5.2. There exists a β > 0 such that
Proof. We follow the proof in Ben Arous [7] . Since
